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Abstract Annually, an amount of approximately 13
million cubic meters of hard-coal tailings must be
disposed of in the German Ruhr Valley. Besides the
waste of land in a densily populated region, the
disposal of the pyrite-bearing material under at-
mospheric conditions may lead to the formation of
acid mine drainage (AMD). Therefore, alternative
disposal opportunities are of increasing impor-
tance, one of which being the use of tailings under
water-saturated conditions, such as in backfilling of
abandoned gravel pits or in the construction of wa-
terways. In this case, the oxidation of pyrite, and
hence the formation of AMD, is controlled by the
amount of oxygen dissolved in the pore water of
tailings deposited under water. In case the advec-
tive percolation of water is suppressed by sufficient
compaction of the tailings, oxygen transport can be
reduced to diffusive processes, which are limited by
the diffusive flux of dissolved oxygen in equili-
brium with the atmospheric pO2. Calculations of
the duration of pyrite oxidation based on laborato-
ry experiments have shown that the reduction of
oxygen is mainly controlled by the content of or-
ganic substance rather than the pyrite content, a
fact that is supported by results from oxidation ex-
periments with nitrate. A “worst case” study has
lead to the result that the complete oxidation of a
1.5-m layer of hard-coal tailings deposited under
water-saturated conditions would take as much as
several hundred thousand years.
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Introduction

Due to the highly automated mining of hard-coal, the
coal portion only amounts to some 50% of the total pro-
duction of Germany’s main hard-coal producer Ruhr-
kohle AG. Of the total production, 50% consist of tail-
ings. In 1994, some 17 million cubic meters of the tail-
ings had to be disposed of. A portion of 4 million cubic
meters was used in the construction of waterways or re-
filling of sand and gravel pits; a few hundred thousand
tons were re-cycled for backfilling of old shafts and some
13 million cubic meters had to be deposited on tailing
heaps.
The chemical weathering of tailing heaps under atmos-
pheric conditions is characterized by a time-dependent
sequence of weathering processes (Schöpel and Thein
1991):
1. Mobilization of soluble salts (chloride, sulfate).
2. Oxidation of pyrite and subsequent buffering of the

thereby formed acid by several buffering systems,
ionic exchange of alkalines against alkaline earths.

3. Decrease of pH-values due to progressing pyrite oxida-
tion and concurrent exhaustion of buffering systems.

The extent of the formation of AMD and the impact on
the groundwater depends on the pyrite content and the
oxidation rate which is controlled by the availability of
oxygen as the oxidizing agent. Under atmospheric condi-
tions, oxygen is readily available, whereas under water-
saturated conditions only some 250 mmol/l are soluble.
The oxidation of pyrite by oxygen takes place in various
steps, whereby the inorganic oxidation only plays a mi-
nor role (Taylor and others 1984; Moses and others 1987;
Berk 1987; Kerth 1988).
The actual decomposition of pyrite takes place by ferric
iron which is formed by the re-oxidation of ferrous iron.

FeS2c14Fe3cc8H2OB15Fe2cc2SO4
2Pc16Hc. (1)

The re-oxidation of ferrous iron is microbially catalyzed
mainly by several species of Thiobazillus bacteria the ac-
tivity of which being the rate limiting step in pyrite oxi-
dation.

Fe2cc1/4 O2cHc
BFe3cc1/2 H2O. (2)
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Fig. 1
Pyrite dissolution rates as determined by Kölling (1990). *ppH
conditions after 1-hourly irrigations of a column filled with a
sand/pyrite mixture. The arrows indicate the pH-decrease due
to the formation of acid after irrigation

Table 1
Carbon and pyrite contents in the fraction ^2 mm

mCorg

%
mCorg

[mol/kg]
Pyrit-S
%

mFeS2

[mol/kg]

Hugo
Prosper

12.55
12.25

10.45
10.20

0.1
0.7

0.02
0.11

These organisms are tolerant to pH-values as low as
pHp0.5 and their spores are distributed via dust and
aerosol deposition. Kölling (1990) determined the pH-de-
pendent pyrite solution rates RPy (Fig. 1). According to
his study, the oxidation of pyrite occurs at a maximum
rate between pH of 1 and 5. This is in accordance with
results published by Beier (1982) who determined the up-
per limit of microbial activity at pHp5. At pH~1.8, the
rate of pyrite oxidation decreases rapidly. The overall py-
rite oxidation including the re-oxidation of ferrous iron
takes place according to:

FeS2c15/4O2c7/2H2OBFe(OH)3c2SO4
2Pc4Hc. (3)

The tailings investigated here contain various amounts of
organic carbon Corg (see Table 1) which consists mainly
of residual coal. In one sample, small amounts of flota-
tion aids are to be expected, which mainly consist of var-
ious organic substances. These components do not play a
role as a contaminant in water resources management
(Leuchs 1991), but they may be more readily available for
oxidation than the residual coal. During the process of
aerobic respiration, organic carbon becomes oxidized ac-
cording to:

CH2OcO2BCO2cH2O. (4)

CH2O is here used as a synonym for organic substance. It
is obvious that the organic substance present in the hard
coal tailings consists of various specific organic sub-
stances, such as residual hard coal and traces of flotation
aids. Hence, the free energy change may be quite differ-
ent. Depending on the quality of the organic substance as
well as on the microbiological conditions, the processes
of pyrite oxidation and decomposition of organic matter
are in competion.
As a result of the mining process, the grain size distribu-
tion of the tailings is highly non-uniform, and hence the
material can be compacted to a high extent. The hydrau-
lic conductivity decreases with the degree of compaction,
and when the fluid flow flux or Darcian velocity is ^0.1
m/a, mechanical dispersion becomes insignificant (Shack-
elford 1991). Gillham and others (1984) showed that dif-
fusion is dominant when the seepage velocity vs is of the
order of 0.005 m/a. For a clay liner, this seepage velocity
corresponds to a saturated hydraulic conductivity of
kfp8710P11 m/s (porosity fp0.5). When using the tail-
ings as base sealing of landfills, German regulations re-
quire a saturated hydraulic conductivity of clay liners of
kf^5710P10 m/s (TA Abfall 1991). It is evident that dif-
fusion is then the dominant process of migration.
It is possible to experimentally determine the diffusive
flux, J, of dissolved oxygen into a given sample, which
under stationary conditions can be described by Fick’s
first law.

JpPf7De7
iC
iz

, (5)

where De is the effective diffusion coefficient, f is the ef-
fective porosity, C is the oxygen concentration, t is time
and z is transport distance.
If a steady-state profile of the oxygen concentration can
be measured, it is possible to estimate the oxygen decom-
position times and hence the extent of possible genera-
tion of acid mine drainage. Since the hydraulic conduc-
tivity in the compacted tailings is extremely low, the ad-
vective transport becomes negligible and it can be as-
sumed that the oxidation front moves into the material
solely by diffusion.
The oxygen flux was calculated based on an oxygen diffu-
sion coefficient in free solution, D0p1.73 cm2/d (at
20 7C), published by Lerman (1979). The effective diffu-
sion coefficient De was derived from

Dep
D0

u2
, (6)

where the tortuosity, u2, was estimated by

u2pf7F. (7)

The formation factor F was empirically determined for a
variety of sediments by Manheim (1970):

FpfPn (8)

For sands and sandstones with porosities less than 0.7,
the exponent in Eq. 8 would be np2 (“Archie’s Law”).
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Materials and methods
For the investigation of the diffusive oxygen transport in
tailings under water-saturated conditions, samples of two
coal mines were selected. The tailings of the mines Hugo
in Gelsenkirchen-Buer and Prosper in Bottrop represent
the rocks of the carbon-bearing Upper Carboniferous
strata consisting mainly of clayey, fine-to-medium silty
sandstones.
Structurally, the sediments are characterized by the coal
mining process. During the coal refining process, a clas-
sification of the tailings takes place:
a) Fine fraction (up to 10 mm grain size),
b) coarse fraction (10–20 mm grain size),
c) flotation tailings (~0.75 mm grain size).
The unweathered tailings are mineralogically character-
ized by quartz, minor amounts of feldspar and carbon-
ates, and the clay minerals illite, illite-smectite, kaolinite
and chlorite (Wiggering 1993). Detailed investigations on
the clay mineralogy of the tailings from the Hugo and
Prosper mines were carried out by Schweisfurth (1996).
The carbonate content is less than 1% in both samples,
which is the reason for a low buffering capacity. In both
cases, the carbonate content is not sufficient enough to
potentially buffer the protons generated by the complete
oxidation of the pyrite contained in the tailings (Schüring
1996).
Whereas the samples taken from the Prosper mine had
only been in contact with water during coal extraction,
the material derived from Hugo mine contained a por-
tion of material which had undergone a flotation process.
In this sample, it was therefore expected that some resid-
ual flotation aids were present. At the same time, the py-
rite content of the Prosper sample (1.3 wt%; 0.11 mol/kg)
was much higher than in the samples from Hugo (0.2
wt% or 0.02 mol/kg). The amounts of C-species and py-
rite are listed in Table 1.
For the investigation of stationary oxygen concentration
profiles, the fraction ^10 mm was separated by wet siev-
ing of the bulk material. The exposure of the material to
the atmosphere was minimized by cool storage under wa-
ter-saturated conditions in airtight containers.
The material was filled into 200-ml beakers and manually
compacted. At the same time, water was added in order
to maintain water saturation. Due to the high unconfor-
mity of the tailings, a bulk porosity of less than 0.2 was
achieved. In interpreting diffusion experiments, the bulk
porosity determined via the water content is generally as-
sumed to be identical with the effective porosity. Rowe
and others (1988) discussed this practice before the back-
ground that a certain portion of the pore space is not
available for diffusive transport (“dead-end pores”). In
addition to this, the exclusion of anions from the vicinity
of the negatively charged clay surface may reduce the “ef-
fective porosity”. On the bars of diffusion experiments
with a clay till, Rowe and others (1988) were able to show
that the porosity f determined from the water content of
the till appeared to provide a good indicator of the effec-
tive porosity.

Fig. 2
Experimental setup for obtaining oxygen concentration profiles
in tailings under water-saturated conditions

The experimental setup discussed in this paper is shown
in Fig. 2. The water table on top of the sediment was ap-
proximately 1 cm above the sediment surface. This setup
represents a system open to atmospheric oxygen. Thus,
the water body on top of the sediment was saturated with
respect to oxygen at all times. The exchange with atmos-
pheric oxygen lead to a dissolved oxygen concentration
of approximately 250 mmol/l, which was maintained by
the equilibrium with pO2.
The beakers containing the water-saturated tailings were
left in a dark room for 7 days. After that time, the oxy-
gen concentration in the pore water was measured by
means of oxygen micro-electrodes fixed to a micro-ma-
nipulator allowing the electrodes to be driven into the se-
diment in steps of 25 mm (Revsbech 1989).

Results and discussion

The measured oxygen concentration profiles within the
tailings of the mines Hugo and Prosper are shown as cir-
cles in Fig. 3. The curve labeled “No O2-Consumption”
represents the simulated depth profile of oxygen under
the theoretical assumption that its diffusive transport be-
havior can be described as that of a conservative tracer.
In this case, the oxygen concentration in the pore water
would be near saturation at all depths. The measured
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Fig. 3
Oxygen concentration profiles as measured by means of a
microelectrode (circles). Oxygen consumption rates UO2 

(bars)
were calculated on the base of fitted data (solid curve) with the
program CoTAM (Hamer and Sieger 1994). The curves labelled
“No O2-Consumption” represent the theoretical depth profiles
assuming that the diffusive transport of oxygen is that of an
ideal tracer. The simulations represent the situation after 7 days
during which the tailings were deposited under water-saturated
conditions

Fig. 4
Simplified description of the relationship between diffusive
oxygen flux JO2

, porosity f and oxygen concentration versus a
depth profile. The notations i and j represent discrete cells at a
depth of d(z) and d(zc1), respectively

steady-state profiles clearly show that oxygen is con-
sumed by chemical reactions within the sediment.
The oxygen concentration profiles can be described by
their gradients. Near the sediment surface the gradient is
slightly flatter, which is the result of a slightly higher
porosity due to continuing sedimentation of fine material
suspended in the water body on top of the sediment. Be-
low approximately 2 mm, both gradients become steeper
and remain linear until they become flatter again when
oxygen is consumed by chemical reactions. A qualitative
description of the varying gradients is shown in Fig. 4. It
illustrates that the consumption of oxygen takes place
only in the vicinity of the penetration depth. Hence, the
largely linear gradient may indicate that a steady state
has been established. This state is reached when the dif-
fusive flux of oxygen, JO2

, is in equilibrium with the oxi-
dative pyrite dissolution by oxygen DPy (steady state):

JO2
pDPy ,

where DPy is expressed by the difference between the
oxygen flux into cell i at a depth d(z) and the flux into
cell j at a depth d(zc1) (see Fig. 4).
At the time where a steady state has been established, the
penetration velocity of oxygen into the sediment is con-
trolled by the rate of the chemical reaction with oxygen
and not by the diffusive velocity. Therefore, the concen-
tration profile can be described by Fick’s First Law (5).

The worst case: pyrite oxidation
It is obvious that the oxygen concentration profiles indi-
cate by their different consumption rates that the oxygen
penetration depth correlates with the quality of organic
matter rather than the pyrite content. Thus, we can as-
sume in a “worst case study” that the oxygen consump-
tion is entirely due to the oxidation of pyrite. In that
case, the complete amount of dissolved oxygen trans-
ported by diffusion would be available for the oxidation
of pyrite. The oxidation of pyrite at least becomes impor-
tant when the organic matter within the tailings is used
up by oxidation.
The depth in which the stationary state is established can
then be estimated with the help of pyrite weathering
rates versus the diffusive flux of oxygen. For calculating
the pyrite weathering rate, we have to estimate the reac-
tive surface of pyrite, aPy:

aPyp
c76

rPy7dPy

, (9)

where c is the coefficient of roughness (p10), rPy is the
density of pyrite and dPy is the particle diameter of py-
rite.
The coefficient of roughness c is an empirical value
which describes the deviation from an ideal circular and
even surface of the pyrite particles. With an average grain
size dPy of 100 mm diameter and a coefficient of rough-
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ness cp10 the effective grain size is 10 mm (these num-
bers are estimated on the basis of electron microscopical
investigation of the pyrite-bearing tailings). Together
with the pyrite density, rPyp5 g/cm3, the reactive pyrite
surface is estimated to be 0.12 m2/g. In a given volume of
tailings, the reactive pyrite surface APy can be calculated
as

APypmPy7rs7aPy, (10)

where mPy is the pyrite content in the tailing sample and
rs is the dry density of the sediment.
Corresponding to a pyrite content of 1.8 g/kg (0.02 mol/
kg) in the Hugo sample and 13.1 g/kg (0.11 mol/kg) in
the Prosper sample, the reactive pyrite surface within a
cubic meter of tailings is: about 500 m2 for Hugo and ap-
proximately 3600 m2 for Prosper.
Assuming that the consumption of oxygen is completely
attributed to the oxidation of pyrite, the depth-dependent
oxygen consumption rate DPy can be calculated with a
pyrite weathering rate RPy after Kölling (in: Vomberg
1994), where the factor 15/4 correlates to the stoichiomet-
ric reduction of oxygen by pyrite oxidation according to
(3):

DPyp15/47APy7RPy7dz. (11)

After fitting the experimental data (solid curve in Fig. 3),
it is possible to compute the decomposition rates of oxy-
gen. Hamer and Sieger (1994) developed the mathemati-
cal transport model CoTAM (Column Transport and Ad-
sorption Model), which allows the fitting of experimental
data on the basis of decomposition rates. The thus calcu-
lated oxygen consumption rates are shown as bars in Fig.
3. It is obvious that the total consumption rate has to be
the same since the input oxygen concentration at the se-
diment/water interface in both experiments is approxi-
mately 250 mmol/l. Thus, the extent of oxygen consump-
tion depends on its penetration depth. Therefore, the
depth interval in which oxygen reduction takes place in-
creases with the total penetration depth. Figure 3 shows
that the oxygen consumption is higher in sample Hugo
where it takes place within less than 1 mm, whereas in
the Prosper sample the interval is almost 3 mm.
It is clear that the higher consumption rate in the Hugo
sample does not correspond to its much lower pyrite
content and, compared to the Prosper sample, slightly
higher porosity. This without a doubt, indicates that the
oxidation of pyrite is not the controlling parameter for
the different oxygen concentration profiles. As mentioned
above, the Hugo sample contains minor amounts of or-
ganic material in the form of flotation aids. It therefore
seems to be very likely that the decomposition of oxygen
is more controlled by the oxidation of organic matter,
which is readily available in the Hugo sample, whereas it
is less reactive in the Prosper sample. This is inaccor-
dance with results from oxidation experiments with ni-
trate carried out by Schüring (1996).
Assuming that the oxygen consumption is entirely due to
the oxidation of pyrite, the oxygen flux can be plotted
versus the pyrite weathering rate. In Fig. 5, the diffusive

Fig. 5
Determination of the depth where oxygen consumption by
pyrite oxidation DPy is in the same order as diffusive oxygen
flux JO2 

(the solid line is based on the total porosity f in the
experiment, whereas dashed lines were modelled on the basis of
various porosities)

flux is plotted for several porosities. The solid line shows
the water content (which is the effective porosity as dis-
cussed above) calculated volumetrically in the beakers.
The curves of the Prosper sample indicate that the oxy-
gen consumption at a depth of 8 mm is clearly controlled
by the rate of pyrite oxidation, whereas in the Hugo sam-
ple the depth where DPy equals JO2 

is at approximately
8 mm depth. The penetration depth of oxygen was deter-
mined as 5.2 mm. Thus an equilibrium was not quite
reached.
Nevertheless, both profiles can be further investigated for
the time needed to oxidize the pyrite contained in a giv-
en volume of tailings by diffusively transported oxygen.
Even if equilibrium has not been established completely,
the time needed for the oxygen transport to be controlled
by the reaction rate is very short compared to the period
of complete pyrite oxidation, because the diffusive oxy-
gen gradient becomes flatter with increasing depyritiza-
tion. Based on these considerations, a theoretical tailing
layer of 1.5 m thickness was modelled, again with the as-
sumption of various porosities. The whole thickness was
subdivided in layers n with individual thicknesses d,
which represents the oxygen penetration depth measured
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Fig. 6
Calculation of the maximum depth of steady state between
oxygen consumption by pyrite oxidation DPy and diffusive
oxygen flux JO2

in the experiments as shown in Fig. 3. For each cell d(n)
the time tOx(n) needed to oxidize the whole amount of
pyrite contained in that layer was estimated by

tOx(n)p
mPy(n)7(1Pf)7d(n)

JO2
(n)715/4

c tOx(nP1). (12)

As mentioned above, it is legitimate to assume stationary
states in interpreting both profiles, because the time of
depyritization increases at the higher equilibrium depth
JO2

pDPy. Hence, the calculations would even shift to
greater time intervals. Also, this would only affect the
time calculated for the upper few cells, which would
hardly represent a few centimeters. Even in a “worst
case” model assuming very low oxidation rates at high
porosities and high grain size diameters, the equilibrium
depth would shift to a maximum of 6 cm (Hugo) and
2 cm (Prosper), respectively (Fig. 6). Hence, the time
needed for pyrite oxidation would increase. In case of the
Hugo sample, the calculated oxidation timespan would be
underestimated.
As shown above, the depth where equilibrium is reached
between diffusive oxygen transport and pyrite oxidation

Fig. 7
Calculation of the time needed for complete depyritization of
1.5-m-thick tailings with various porosities, assuming that
oxygen is entirely used up by pyrite oxidation. The marked
porosities are as measured in the experiment

rate varies within a few centimeters only. Steady states
can be assumed when calculating the depyritization time
of a 1.5-m-thick layer of compacted tailings. The ex-
pected timespans for varying porosities are plotted in Fig.
7. It is certain that the complete oxidation of pyrite in a
water-saturated tailings heap would take place over at
least a couple of ten thousand years. For the measured
low porosities which can be achieved by compaction, sev-
eral hundred thousand years may be expected. This mod-
elling does not take into account that pyrite weathering
rates decrease again at low pH-values (see Fig. 1), which
will probably establish within the reaction rim, again
leading to an extension of the depyritization time.

Conclusions

The experiments described, together with the modelling
of this scenario, have shown that the oxidation of pyrite
by dissolved oxygen under water-saturated conditions is
clearly limited by the oxygen available by diffusive trans-
port. The equilibrium between the pyrite oxidation rate
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and the diffusive oxygen flux is established after a few
days or weeks. From that time the diffusive flux of oxy-
gen is the rate-limiting step. With increasing depth of de-
pyritization the gradient of the diffusive oxygen flux flat-
tens, and hence the progression of the oxidation front
slows down exponentially. The modelling of this scenario
is even based on the assumption of uniform oxidation
rates, although the pH is expected to drop to very low
values, since the natural buffering capacity of the tailings
is low. In that case, oxidation rates would decrease sig-
nificantly, and the oxidation may even stop completely.
Summarizing our investigations, we conclude that pyrite
oxidation is negligible once the pyrite-bearing material is
deposited under water-saturated conditions. From the
point of view of formation of acid mine drainage the
deposition of hard-coal tailings under water-saturated
conditions may lead to new options for the disposal of
hard-coal tailings such as in the construction of water-
ways, the backfilling of sand and gravel pits or as base
sealing in landfills.
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